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hydrological experts, and relevant government offices. Three
explicit user groups were defined in terms of communication
goals, i.e. flood risk management, water management, and sensor
validation. All three kinds of news are generated for each
geographic area, and different users in this case can choose to read
about their own concerned blocks in the electronic journal. The
news is generated offline before users surfing river webpages, and
not tailored to the special interest of a particular user group
concerning a particular river station. In strict sense, the generated
journal news does not provide pure online communication. Our
research, in contrast, can generate narrative descriptions online
while users surfing river webpages of their concerned river
stations, and the information can be tailored both to typical users
and a particular river or a hydrological station.

ABSTRACT
Web as corpus for NLP has been popular, and we now employed
web as corpus for NLG, and made the online communication of
tailored river information more effective and efficient. Evaluation
and analysis shows that our generated texts were comparable to
those written by domain experts and experienced users.
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We started from a small seeding set of Scottish river names,
names of gauging stations, and eight common keywords. This
paper mainly focuses on the river of Dee (Grampian) and its
gauging stations. We used each seeding keyword as a query while
searching within English webpages of UK Broadsheet
Newspapers, UK Tabloid Newspapers, BBC News, and
Wikipedia. Frequent collocations were then extracted and sorted
after excluding stop words. With the extended keywords as
queries, we collected river related corpus of 1,956 documents. The
Stanford NLP toolkit of CoreNLP 3.4 [4] was employed to
process the gathered corpus for syntactic parse trees, dependency
trees, and named entity recognition results. Two kinds of keyword
collocations were acquired from dependency trees of the corpus.
They are collocations of keyword pairs, and collocations of word
pairs between keywords and other words. Both river activities and
river information are regarded as attributes for defining a river or
a gauging station, or as topics in river descriptions. Besides, river
information also describes the relevant situations for certain river
activities. By mapping rivers and river stations with activities, we
found out what river users might most likely engage in along a
river or nearby a station. By mapping river activities and river
information, we found out how differently river activities were
described in our gathered corpus.

1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by web as corpus for NLP [3], this research
investigated applying web as corpus for Natural Language
Generation (NLG) to effectively communicate online river
information to users. NLG is a knowledge-based task [7, 8],
requiring knowledge of language, domain and users.
Traditionally, experts, users and application specific corpus have
been the main sources for acquiring the required knowledge, but
this can be very expensive and time consuming. The current work
evaluated the hypothesis that the web as NLG corpus can be a
good knowledge source.

2. Related Work
Recent NLG research on user knowledge acquiring falls into
roughly four categories, i.e. explicit, implicit, hybrid and latent
approaches [2]. All approaches start with knowledge acquisition.
Explicit models will then define a finite number of user groups,
and finally generate tailored texts for users to choose from, or
choose to generate for a unique group at each time. Implicit
models will then construct a framework of human computer
interaction to value a finite set of parameters for user information,
and finally generate tailored texts according to the overlapping
between domain knowledge and user information. Hybrid models
will specify both a finite set of user groups and a human computer
interaction framework, and finally classify online users into
defined groups for tailored generation. Latent models provide an
alternative solution to the problem of new unknown users.

We used templates to model river users and generate tailored
narrations about river situations. In NLG research, templates are
often employed as linguistic surface structures, which may
contain gaps, and become well-formed output results when the
gaps are filled with linguistic structures without gaps [1]. For all
keyword dependency collocations, we extracted sub-trees in the
corresponding syntactic parse trees by mapping rules from
dependency types to phrase structures. Finally, each segment was
generalized by labeling keywords with keyword types. To build
well-formed linguistic surfaces, we generated syntactic templates
by first integrating relevant template segments into each of the

Online river information communication has also been developed
in automatically generated journal news [5, 6], which is intended
for different users, including residents in certain catchment area,
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252) = 2.22 at α = 0.05, F = 78.29 > 2.22, and P-value = 0.0004.
Our mined models also lead to generally smaller standard
deviations for most rating distributions than human writers.
Therefore, our system based on web corpus is comparable to
human writers of domain experts and experienced users, and
performs in a more stable way.

discourse structure candidates, then filtering the candidates by a
simple grammar, and finally ranking the rest by their probabilities.
The simple grammar only includes two product rules: “S => NP
VP | NP VP NP”, and “?/NP => ? NP”. Here, “?/NP” refers to any
terminal or nonterminal in a template segment that needs a NP
phrase to be complete. For example, the segment “(S rainfall
increased/NP)” needs some NP phrase like “the river level” to be
complete. Each discourse structure may be realized with a few
syntactic templates, such that all relevant information types are
covered. For ranking, we used the joint probability of all template
segments involved in the realized structure. These syntactic
templates were employed to model river users and tailor the
linguistic surface for information communication.

Table 1. Some statistics about the rating points
He
Cl

4. Natural Language Generation (NLG)

Co

There are four main parts in the prototype, i.e. user models, HCI,
background knowledge, and NLG. Our present user models cover
five groups: new user, fishing, canoeing, flooding and others,
which were learned from public web corpus and can be easily
modified or updated by mining more corpus. The HCI part
provides a simple mechanism either for a user to choose a model
or for the system to assign a user with the most likely model based
on his/her visiting history. Our present system simply assigns a
new unregistered visitor with the new user model, and a returning
visitor with his/her previous model. Background knowledge
includes hydrological and geographical knowledge about Scottish
rivers and stations, and the nearby popular river related activities.
The NLG part takes numeric input data, analyzes data for
messages [8] and outputs short English texts tailored to different
user groups. Both user models and background knowledge are
employed to select content for NLG, namely filtering the input
data at first and then selecting proper messages. The templates are
already proper discourses for river information communication.
To ensure some linguistic variety, templates are chosen randomly
with regard to their probabilistic distribution within a user model.

Median
Mean
STDEV
Median
Mean
STDEV
Median
Mean
STDEV

Baseline
6
5.84
1.86
7*
6.66*
1.67
6
5.89
1.91

New
6
5.85
2.15
6
6.08
1.74
6
5.35
1.80

Others
7*
6.4*
1.65*
7*
6.64
1.55*
6
5.96
1.78

H1
6
5.83
1.98
6
6.13
1.95
7*
6.74*
1.67*

H2
6
6.09
1.86
6
6.23
1.83
7*
6.67
1.81

H3
6
5.72
2.21
6
5.68
1.90
4
3.93
2.14

6. Conclusion
In this paper, web corpus mining played a central role in acquiring
user relevant knowledge and supporting an NLG-based prototype
system. Evaluation and analysis shows that our generated texts
were comparable to those written by domain experts and
experienced users, and the performance of our prototype system is
more stable and more economic than human writers.
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